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Introduction 
 

The reference photo for this beautiful cat was provided with the kind permission of PCB75 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ainhoap/408050087/in/album-72157600007444965/ .  I 

have used this cat as a reference for several of my drawings because of her beautiful blue 

eyes and expressive face. 

 

Without a doubt the most popular drawings I have done have been the ones of cats, drawn 

with coloured pencils on drafting film, and I hope through this tutorial to share my tips and 

techniques so that others can enjoy working on this exciting combination of mediums. 

 

Drafting film is an excellent support for coloured pencils. You will find drafting film 

available at most large art supplies stores and also online. I often use Sihl’s Rapidraw 

which is available at the larger Eckersley stores (within Australia) or you can get Grafix 

Drafting film from Draftex. In the US, Grafix offers either a student grade drafting film in 

pad form under the name of Dura-lar, or their artist grade film, which can be bought either 

by the sheet or roll from Dick Blick’s at http://www.dickblick.com/products/grafix-

drafting-film/. This cat was drawn on the Grafix Duralar. In the UK, it is sold under the 

name of Polydraw. 

 

Drafting film is quite unlike any other drawing surface in the way that it accepts and 

responds to coloured pencils. It will only accept about 4-5 layers of pencil before 

becoming saturated and then non-receptive to further layers. This can also be an advantage 

though, as it allows you to achieve rich and rapid colour saturation in a relatively short 

period of time. Because of the nature of the film, it is best to do your initial layers with a 

gentle hand.  

 

 
 

A small sample of drafting film with a coin placed behind it. 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ainhoap/408050087/in/album-72157600007444965/
https://www.draftex.com.au/product/drafting-film
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Materials List: 

 

If you would like to use colours very similar to the ones used here, but don’t have that 

brand, I do offer a Colour Pencil Conversion Chart available from my website which will 

guide you as to which colours may be substituted when working between different brands. 
 

• 5x7 inch Drafting film 

• Coloured pencils 

o Faber Castell Polychromos (FC): 101 White, 103 Ivory, 129 Pink Madder 

Lake, 132 Light Flesh, 135 Red Violet (or Light Red Violet), 157 Dark Indigo, 

169 Caput Mortuum, 175 Dark Sepia, 180 Raw Umber, 187 Burnt Ochre, 189 

Cinnamon, 193 Burnt Carmine, 199 Black, 233 Cold Grey IV, 234 Cold Grey 

V, 280 Burnt Umber, 283 Burnt Siena,  

o Caran D’Ache Pablos (CD): 004 Steel Grey, 006 Mouse Grey, 043 

Brownish Orange, 055 Cinnamon, 089 Dark Carmine, 155 Blue Jeans, 371 

Bluish Pale, 403 Beige, 404 Brownish Beige,  

o Prismacolor Verithins (PV): Dark Brown, Cool Grey 70%, Black, Peacock 

Light Cerulean Blue, Parma Violet, Violet, Light Peach, Aquamarine, Dahlia 

Purple, Warm Grey 20%, Indigo Blue, Deco Pink,  

• Kneadable eraser 

• Backing board eg. White illustration board, white polypropylene card, white mat 

board plus a darker backing board for working on the lighter areas. 

• Photo corners or preferred method for attaching film to backing board 

• Fixative (optional) 

• Paper towel 

• Brush 

• Slice Pen knife (this is completely optional and is used if you decide to use a surface 

where you scratch out highlights and detail). The Slice Pen knife is a craft knife 

with a ceramic blade and is available from Dick Blick’s. Within Australia, you can 

get it from Officeworks. This knife has a less damaging blade than an exacto knife 

but still allows you to scratch out detail.  

 

 
 

 
 

Step 1-  
One of the advantages of drafting film is that you can get a rough outline from your 

reference image without the need for transfer paper or a light box. It is best to do soft 

broken lines, rather than one continuous line, so that the final portrait is more natural. 

 

http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.dickblick.com/products/slice-pen-cutter/
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Outline Drawing 
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When doing my outlines, I try to use the same colours that will be used within the drawing 

and I do quite faint lines. These two images show you how the outlines look when placed 

in front of a grey backing board and also a white board. Colours used to do these outlines 

include the (PV) Black, (PV) Dark Brown, (PV) Cool Grey 70% (PV) Warm Grey 20% 
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and (FC) White. It helps to work with a darker backing board whilst drawing the lighter 

areas of fur and adding highlights. 
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Step 1- Left Eye 
 

 

Using (FC) White and pressing firmly add the highlight to your eyeball and then also draw 

some lines on the outer aspect of the eyeball radiating outwards from the pupil. Use (FC) 

Black and again press firmly to add a nice dark pupil and start to mark in the shadows at 

the top of the eye. The blues are built up very gradually using a range of colours. I started 

with (PV) Peacock Blue and using a feather touch just lightly started to lay down lines 

again radiating from the pupil to the outer aspect of the eye. The darker blue areas were 

drawn using (FC) Dark Indigo. Other colours added to the eyeball at this stage include a 

touch of (PV) Dark Brown, (PV) Cerulean Blue, (PV) Parma Violet, and (PV) Black. The 

Verithin Black will give you a much less intense black than the Polychromo black and is 

useful for those areas that you want to darken very slightly. 

In the next image, you can see that I have used all the colours used so far and multiple 

layers to give the eye a multi-faceted look. Other colours used in this next step included a 

touch of (PV) Aquamarine, (FC) Ivory and (CD) Brownish Beige. The Black around the 

eye was done with a heavy handed (FC) Black. A touch of detail was added to the 

highlight in the eye using (PV) Peacock Blue and (FC) Dark Indigo. 
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Step 2 - Right Eye 
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As with the left eye, I started using (FC) White to mark in the highlight and to also add 

some base highlights to the iris of the eye. The pupil was drawn in using (FC) Black and 

(PV) Peacock Blue was used with a very light touch to lay down our foundation strokes. 

At this point, I have also used a touch of (PV) Dark Brown. 

 

 
 

Further layers have been added now using the (FC) Dark Indigo and (CD) Brownish 

Beige, always working out from the pupil. 
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In the image above, you can see the completed eye and at this point there are many, many 

light layers of colour applied with a very gentle touch. Note that there appears to be an 

inner circumference within the iris that has more browns and purples than the outer aspect 

of the eye. Colours used on this inner circle include more of the (CD) Brownish Beige, 

(FC) Dark Indigo, (PV) Parma Violet and (PV) Dark Brown. Colours used on the lighter 

part of the iris include (PV) Aquamarine, (FC) White and (CD) Bluish Pale. The detail to 

the left of the eyeball (as you look at it) was drawn in using (PV) Dahlia Purple. 

 

There is an area between the eyeball and the upper eyelid that is slightly lighter than the 

shadows surrounding it, so I used the (FC) White to draw in a line along the upper eye and 

then went over it with a heavy application of (FC) Black. 

 

In the image below, you can see how the two eyes look together in one image. 

 

Step 3 – Right Cheek 

 

In this next step we are starting on the right cheek. Use (FC) White to draw in the hairs 

radiating out from the right eye. Use (FC) Black to draw in the blackest markings on the 

inner aspect of the eye – if you do the brown shading first, then your black markings will 

be less intense, and it looks better if your blacks are nice and rich and dark. 

 

For the hairs on the upper cheek, however we revert to using the (PV) Black. We want 

these hairs to look soft and by varying the pressure of your (PV) Black you can achieve a 

range of black shades, from the very palest to a more noticeable black. Later we use the 

(FC) Black to add some more intense black hairs here and there. (PV) Dark Brown is used 
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to add some shading and light hairs directly under the eye and (PV) Cool Grey 70% has 

been used for the very light grey hairs on the upper cheek. Be sure to study the photo and 

to follow the flow of the hairs. The closer we get to the nose, the shorter and denser the 

hair strokes become. 

 

 
 

In the next image you can see where I have added the more intense black hairs using the 

(FC) Black. I have also added some filler colour between the hairs using a light application 

of (CD) Steel Grey and (CD) Mouse Grey. The darker browns on the inner aspect of the 

eye and on the markings of the cheek have been coloured using (FC) Burnt Umber.  

 

If at any point you feel that you have added too much fur and have lost some of the whites, 

you can take your exacto knife or sharp blade and scratch out some white hairs here and 

there to give a more natural look. 
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Step 4 – Right Ear 

 

In this next step, we continue to fill in the fur around the eyes and lay the base layers for 

the right ear. The fur to the left of the eye (as we look at it) is quite short and dense and 

then as we move up towards the ear it becomes longer and softer. Colours used in the fur 

around the face include the colours used in the previous section along with the addition of 

(PV) Dark Brown and (FC) Cold Grey IV and (FC) Cold Grey V. 

 

Use (FC) White to draw in the hairs at the base of the ear and also to add a fairly heavy 

outline around the outside of the ear.. Using a feather light touch the base layers for the ear 

include the colours (PV) Deco Pink, (CD) Bluish Pale, (CD) Dark Carmine, (PV) Parma 

Violet, (PV) Cerulean Blue and (CD) Mouse Grey. The detail around the ears the veins 

were drawn in using a combination of (FC) Caput Mortuum and (PV) Dahlia Purple.  

 

Don’t worry too much if the white hairs you drew at the start of our drawing disappear 

under the colours because down the track we will use the exacto knife to scratch these 

hairs back out again.  
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In the following image, multiple layers of colour have been added to the ears, using all the 

colours mentioned in the above step and with the addition of (CD) Blue Jeans, (PV) 

Violet, (PV) Dark Brown and (FC) Dark Indigo. Add your colour in little dabbing strokes, 

pushing the colours together and blending colours as you go. 

 

(PV) Dark Brown was used to add more hairs to the top of the ear and very lightly down 

each side of the ear. Darker hairs were added on the outer edge of the inner ear using the 

(FC) Caput Mortuum and the (FC) Burnt Umber. 

 

The reddish areas at the bottom left hand side of the ear were coloured using (FC) Caput 

Mortuum and (FC) Burnt Sienna. 
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The main difference between the above image and the image below is that I have taken a 

sharp craft knife and scratched out the hairs for the ears. It is best to keep your knife on a 

45-degree angle and try to avoid digging into the drafting film too much. Move your 

portrait around to find a position that allows you to scratch out the hairs in a free-flowing 

natural way following the direction of the hairs in the reference photo. It is better to start 

with scratches that barely make a mark and build them up to heavier and thicker scratches.  

It is imperative that your exacto knife, Stanley knife or craft knife is super sharp, 

particularly when using the Duralar which is more challenging to scratch into than some of 

the other drafting films that have more texture. If you find you make a mistake of are not 

happy with any of your scratches, then get a lighter coloured pencil and draw over this 

section in the opposite direction. Avoid using darker colours to fill in any mistakes as they 

can tend to fill up the grooves made by the scratches and look unsightly. 
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Step 5- Left Ear 

 

The left ear falls into the shadow more than the right ear and so consequently darker 

colours and particularly greys are used much more in this area. Add warmth first though 

with a delicate base layer of (CD) Dark Carmine and (PV) Deco Pink, drawing in the veins 

and taking note of those areas that have more pinky reds. Follow this up with some (CD) 

Blue Jeans and (CD) Mouse Grey. Further intensify the greys in this ear using a 

combination of (PV) Black, (FC) Cold Grey IV and (FC) Cold Grey V and then add a 

touch of brown with the (PV) Dark Brown and (FC) Burnt Umber. 

 

As you get to the outer aspects of the inner ear, the hair strokes should be slightly more 

noticeable, whereas towards the centre, the colours are more blended and less defined. 
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The next image shows you how the left ear looks after further layers of colour have been 

added using all the colours mentioned in the previous section. Enhance the pinkish stripe 

on the right lower part of the ear with the addition of (FC) Pink Madder Lake and (FC) 

Burnt Carmine. The blue section immediately below this has also had some (PV) Indigo 

Blue, (PV) Light Cerulean Blue and (PV) Violet added to it. 

 

The central section of the ear has had layers of (CD) Mouse Grey (FC) Dark Indigo, along 

with some (PV) Peacock Blue added. (FC) Caput Mortuum was used to add the reddish 

rim towards the top of the ear. 

 

Look at the difference between the image below and the following image in the Forehead 

section where the hairs have been scratched out of the left ear using the exacto knife. 
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Step 6 – Forehead 
 

The next two images show how the fur on the forehead was drawn in. When drawing the 

stripes on tabbies, it can be a common mistake to draw these stripes in blocks. It will 

always give a more natural look if you do the stripes with individual darker and more 

dense hairs rather that attempting to do them in blocks. I did much of the forehead using 

either (PV) Black and (PV) Cool Grey 70% in short, closely drawn soft strokes. For the 

stripes on top of the head, I pressed a little more firmly and made sure the pencils were 

less sharp. For the darkest hairs within these stripes, I used the (FC) Black. 

 

The fur just above the left eye was drawn using (CD) Bluish Pale. This colour is perfect 

for giving the illusion of white fur without actually using white and is therefore very 

useful for doing white fur on a white surface. When working on drafting film, I don’t 

worry too much about using white to add in white hairs because you can always scratch 

them out later with your knife. 

 

In the second image below, take note of how much smaller and denser the hair strokes are 

as we move down towards the bridge of the nose. 
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In this next image I want the grey hairs on the bridge of the nose to be a little darker and 

so for these hairs I used (FC) Cold Grey IV and (FC) Cold Grey V along with a touch of 

(FC) Dark Sepia. I have also added slightly more blue above the eye with a feather soft 

touch of (PV) Peacock Blue. 
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Step 7 – Nose 
 

When working on the nose, I start with the (FC) Black and, pressing firmly, do the outline 

and shading above and around the nostrils. This nose has a fair bit of grey in it and so as 

I’m filling in the nose, I’m not bothered if some of the black makes the nose pad a little 

grubby looking. If I needed the nose to be a nice bright clean colour then I would wait 

until the end before drawing the black around the nose.  

 

This nose pad requires quite delicate colours and shading. I started with a base coat of 

(PV) Deco Pink. The Verithins are great for adding soft colour tones but they do make it a 

little more tricky to add subsequent layers when working on the drafting film. Once you 

have your base layer of pink add some (CD) Bluish Pale, some (FC) Pink Madder Lake 

(FC) Red Violet and (CD) Dark Carmine to the pinker areas and then use any of the greys 

to add slight touches of grey. If you feel your nose looks a bit dirty, use the (PV) Deco 

Pink and press more firmly to burnish and smooth the pad of the nose and to lift any dark 

specks. 
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The image below shows you a highly zoomed shot of the nose. Right at the top of the nose 

pad there is a touch of reddish brown and this was coloured using (FC) Burnt Siena. The 

hairs above the nose pad were shaded using a combination of (FC) Raw Umber, (CD) 

Cinnamon, (FC) Burnt Umber and (FC) Cold Grey IV.  

The greyish area on the top left of the nose pad (as we look at it) was drawn using (CD) 

Beige, followed by (FC) Cold Grey IV and then a touch of (FC) Dark Indigo. 
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In the next image, all the tiny hairs on the top of the bridge of the nose have been filled in. 

These hairs were added using tiny dabbing strokes and a combination of the following 

colours (FC) Cinnamon, (CD) Cinnamon, (FC) Raw Umber, (PV) Dark Brown, (FC) Cold 

Grey IV and (FC) Dark Sepia. 

 

As you move up towards the eyes, take special note of where the short brownish hairs 

stop, and the grey hairs start. These grey hairs also change direction and it is very 

important that you follow the flow of hairs as per the reference photo. 

 

In the next image you can also see how the left cheek has been filled in using the same 

colours and techniques as the right cheek. 

 

 
 

Step 8 – The Mouth 

 

In this next step, we are working on the mouth. I did use the (FC) White to draw some fur 

around the muzzle and the mouth. It is important to also draw in the darker hairs along 

each side of the lower face that the whiskers come out of. I used a combination of (CD) 

Brownish Beige and (FC) Cold Grey IV to draw them in. I then used a combination of 
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(CD) Bluish Pale, (PV) Cool Grey 70% and (CD) Beige to draw in all the little hairs 

around the face. As you get closer to the mouth the hairs look darker and some purplish 

red is introduced. These are added using (PV) Black and (FC) Red Violet. 

 

(FC) Burnt Umber was used to add the darker base lines of the whiskers. The outer cheek, 

going down towards the neck has a more golden hue to it as this is where the sunlight falls. 

Colours used here include (PV) Peach, (FC) Light Flesh and (FC) Cinnamon. There are 

some greyish tones at the top of this section as well and these were added using (CD) 

Brownish Beige and (FC) Cold Grey IV. These same two colours were used for the darker 

section of hair going down towards the neck.  

 

 
 

This next image shows how the right side of the muzzle and the lower mouth was drawn. 

The same colours and techniques were used here as for the left side. Additional colours 

added to the mix include (CD) Brownish Orange, which gives a lovely warm brown, (FC) 

Caput Mortuum and a touch of (FC) Black around the mouth to intensify the darker 

colours here. 

 

Colours used below the chin include (CD) Mouse Grey, (CD) Blue Jeans, (CD) Brownish 

Beige and (FC) Cold Grey IV. 
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Step 9 – Neck 

 

As I mentioned earlier in the tutorial, the neck of this kitty is mostly white, but I used no 

white at all when drawing the neck. A base layer of (CD) Bluish Pale was used first and 

then very subtle shadings of colour were adding with a light application of (PV) Warm 

Grey 20%, (PV) Parma Violet, and (CD) Steel Grey. The fur on the neck has less 

definition than the fur on the face so in this section of the fur blend your strokes and 

colours together. 

 

The fur on the right side of the neck (as we look at it) has had some darker golden shades 

added to it and this was done using (CD) Cinnamon and (FC) Burnt Ochre 
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Once you have filled in all the colour around your cat’s face you can go back and add 

whiskers and fine highlight hairs using your exacto knife. Notice how there are fine white 

longer hairs around the mouth and on the upper lips. Don’t forget the whiskers above the 

eyebrows. With the heavy whiskers, lower the angle of your knife to make the scratches 

slightly thicker. Soften the lines around the chin with a series of fine little hairs. Add some 

scattered white hairs around the muzzle and anywhere around the face where you feel you 

have the fur too dark or have lost some highlights. 
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Completed Artwork 
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At this point you can apply some fixative if you desire. Most coloured pencils adhere to 

drafting film very well with minimal smudging. The workable fixative will give your 

artwork more permanency, but the spray will also leave a slight glaze over your artwork, 

which is only apparent in very bright lights. Again, this is something you should test on a 

spare piece of drafting film. A word of caution when fixing some colours as bleeding can 

occur. The only colours I have had problems with are some of the lighter purple colours, 

such as lilac and violet. However, I no longer spray any of my works on drafting film with 

fixative as I just don’t want to take the risk of having hours of work spoiled from an 

unfortunate mishap in the finishing stages. 

I often get asked about whether I back my drafting film artwork onto a firmer surface, as 

the drafting film is quite a lightweight material. I used to back the film onto white 

polypropylene card using Jac paper (double sided adhesive paper). This process does give 

a lovely seamless and sturdy look to your finished piece but can also be fraught with 

problems if air bubbles and dust get between the adhesive paper and the drafting film. 

These days I use the Photo corners and slip the drafting film into each corner which is then 

attached to a smooth white surface such as white illustration board, the white 

polypropylene card or Bristol board. On completion of the work, you can then slip the film 

out to brush away any dust or dirt that may have slipped in behind your work while you 

were working and then pop the film back into place. 

 

I do hope this tutorial has provided some helpful hints on working with coloured pencils 

on drafting film. If you have any questions about this tutorial, or have picked up any 

errors, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

I have listed all the coloured pencil brands and colours that I used to create this portrait, 

but you can achieve similar results using the colours and brand that you favour. It isn’t 

necessary to go out and buy a whole lot of new pencils to complete this portrait. This is 

more an exercise to show how to apply the techniques that I use to the materials that you 

have on hand whenever you are doing a portrait.  

 

 

Happy Drawing! 

 
Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 

 
 

     

    

    

http://www.karenhullart.com/
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Splash-Tutorial-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Ruby-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Step-by-Step-Tutorial-Amber-Cat.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Realistic-Landscapes-in-Coloured-pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Creative-Colour-with-Realism.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/The-Apprentice-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/The-Assistant-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Black-and-White-Portrait.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Whimsical-Bee-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Easter-Bunny-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Peacock-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Dachshund-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Blue-Eyes-in-Pencil-on-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Basics-for-Artists-of-All-Levels.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/How-to-Get-Black-Backgrounds-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/White-Dog-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Darker-Skins-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-Pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Orangutan-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Landscapes-n-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Flowers-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Rainbow-Lorikeet-in-Markers-and-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tiger-in-Ballpoint-Pen.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Pyrography-and-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Older-People-Portraits.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Pippa-on-Black-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencils-on-Canvas.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Scratch-Art.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Working-in-Coloured-Pencils-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Collie-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tabby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Colouring-your-Scratch-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Sepia-Portrait-in-Coloured-Pencils.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Child-in-Pencil-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Selective-Colouring-in-Graphite-Portraits.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Portrait-with-Zest-it.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Meerkat-on-Printed-Stonehenge.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Animating-your-Animals.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Little-Flower-Girl-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Pug-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-baby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Eye-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Carnivale-Mask-on-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Dog-on-film.php

